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So Wattsup with Normal Maths?
What is Rodin's Maths
Rodin's maths is a superset of normal base 10 maths that can be applied to the universe,
he has shown how he derived his ideas...
Why Does it Work
If you apply the logic of Kurt Gödel, whose theories show that any paradox in a
mathematical or well formed symbolic language can be resolved by expressing the
paradox, in a superset of that language... or at least when the definition or use of it
symbols are changed to make the context bigger... it is a beautiful thing to witness... read
Rodin's page and see how he derived his number system... simple... natural... and easy...
so you were taught that maths has to be hard, that you need to sit in a room for years
looking at dusty books and grow a beard to be intelligent and achieve anything with it...
nice image if you are a professor or the next Einstein... but why should it be so... does not
your 'gut' tell you that maths should not be hard, that it should be easy... like singing...
Why is Maths Normally So Complicated?
I think we all 'feel' that we should be good at maths, in our hearts, right? Have you ever
asked yourself why conventional maths and anything expressed or based on it such as
physics and EM theories are littered with infinities, paradoxes and singularities...
This is the point at which conventional maths always fails... Why is there no theory of
everything that unifies Einstein's Relativity Theories with Quantum Mechanics... why do we
have to resort to the convolution of adding multiple dimensions to everything... why does it
all appear so complicated...
The answer is easy:
<<< Commence Zen Maths Rant >>>
We forget that numbers are just symbols... conventional science makes the numbers
things... it confuses what the number symbolises with the 'number'...
Numbers are not things, they are place holders for elements that form patterns, yet we try
to subdivide these place holders, we lose sight of the 'pattern' the bigger picture... then we
are lost, lost, lost...
Once you realise that a number is not a thing, it is part of a pattern and that the pattern is
important and not the thing, then you really see... it is like the old Zen saying... 'A finger
pointing at the moon is not the moon'... so the place holder, the number is not the pattern
that is reveals...
So Rodin's maths appears different, mystical even, because it is about pattern, the pattern
of existence that underlies creation... the pattern we do not see because we are to busy
looking at the finger, not seeing what it is pointing too...
Rodin's Maths is the moon (not the finger, normal maths is the finger, the distraction
necessary to reveal the moon's presence), an expression of the pattern of creation, and
therefore the key to free energy or anything else you care to apply it to...
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<<< End of Zen Maths Rant >>>
Rodin's maths solves all these conventional problems, it is the very breath of god...
So throw away your conventional thinking, stop thinking of numbers as things... see that is
the pattern, the tapestry that the numbers show, like the windings on a coil, the pattern
they form is important, the shape of the field they make when powered, but the wire is not
the field...
Do you see?
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In the Beginning, there was ZPE
The Basic Rodin Numbers
Rodin groups the base ten numbers as follows:
●
●
●
●

1,2,4,8,7,5 – 3rd Dimension Numbers
3 & 6 – 4th Dimension Numbers - The Extremes of Oscillation
9 – The Centre of the Trinity (of oscillations between 3 & 6) and the Vortex Axis
0 – The Unseen
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